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An Integrated State- and Event-Based Framework for Verifying Liveness in Supervised Systems J. Markovski and M.A. Reniers Eindhoven University of Technology, PB 513, 5600 MB, Eindhoven, The Netherlands {j.markovski, m.a.reniers}@tue.nl Abstract—Supervisory control theory deals with synthesis of discrete-event supervisory controllers that ensure safe (and nonblocking) behavior of the supervised system. However, the synthesized supervisor comes with no guarantees regarding the desired functionality of the system. This typically occurs when the control requirements imposed on the system are too strict, or the model of the system needs to be refined. To provide concise and useful feedback to the modeler, we propose an integrated state- and event-based systems engineering framework that it is implemented using state-of-the-art tools: Supremica for supervisor synthesis and mCRL2 for verification. Stating properties in terms of both states and transitions is important in the domain of supervisor synthesis as many control and liveness requirements involve combined state- and event-based specifications. However, many of the available verification tools either focus on state-based or event-based properties. We seek to remedy this situation by providing verification patterns that typically occur in industrial application of supervisory control. We illustrate the framework by revisiting an industrial case study of coordinating maintenance procedures of a high-tech Oc´e printer, for which we verify the functionality of the solution.



I. I NTRODUCTION Control software development plays an increasingly greater role in the production process of high-tech complex machines. It is duly noted that the traditional approach to software development to iteratively (re)code based on (varying) informal specification documents made up for a time-consuming and an expensive process [1]. This issue gave rise to supervisory control theory, which proposes automated supervisory control software synthesis based on discrete-event models of the uncontrolled system and the control requirements [2], [3]. Supervisory controllers coordinate high-level system behavior by observing the discrete-event behavior of the machine. They receive sensor signals from ongoing activities, make a decision on allowed activities, and send back control signals to the hardware actuators. Under the assumption that the supervisory controller reacts sufficiently fast on machine input, one can model this supervisory control feedback loop as a pair of synchronizing processes [2], [3]. A. Supervisory Control Theory The model of the machine is referred to as plant and it is restricted by the model of the controller, which is referred to as supervisor. The model of choice is extended finite automata [4], which comprise state and transition labels and provide for data assignments and guarded transitions. The events Supported by Dutch NWO project ProThOS, no. 600.065.120.11N124.



are split into controllable events, which model interaction with the actuators of the machine, and uncontrollable events, which model observation of sensors. Therefore, the supervisor can disable controllable events (by not synchronizing with them), but it must always enable available uncontrollable events (by always synchronizing with them). The coupling of the plant and the supervisor is referred to as the supervised plant and, in addition, it must also satisfy the control requirements, which model the safe or allowed behavior of the machine. Depending on the observational power of the supervisor, i.e., the ability to observe events or states, one can distinguish supervisory control loops with event-based [2], [3] or statebased supervision [5], [6], respectively. The former approach relies on building a history of observed events to deduce the state of the plant [2], [3], whereas the latter employs observers and guards that directly convey the state of the plant [5], [4]. In both cases, the supervisor ensures safe and nonblocking supervised behavior, but it comes with no guarantee that the intended functionality of the system is present [2], [3]. The modeler, however, specifies the control requirements with an (implicit) intent of stating the desired safe (and live) functioning of the system. Moreover, to ensure safety, the synthesis procedure may eliminate functionally important states that inevitably lead to unsafe behavior. Then, if this situation occurs, either the control requirements are too strict, or the model of the uncontrolled system is not sufficiently detailed or it is flawed, i.e., wrongful assumptions have been made. Therefore, the intended behavior of the supervised system must be validated following the synthesis procedure. B. Related Work Naturally, several extensions of the theory were proposed to provide for greater modeling convenience and to increase the expressiveness of the modeling requirements such that they ensure intended functionality in the synthesis procedure. To this end, standard (safety) control requirements are reinforced with liveness requirements that specify which activities the supervised system is capable of performing. The work of [7] extends the NuSMV model checker for synthesis employing the branching temporal logic CTL∗ . Similarly, control requirements in CTL∗ are proposed and analyzed in [8]. In [9] a proposal to translate temporal logic to standard event-based control requirements is presented, subsequently enabling the usage of standard synthesis tools. Ensuring live-
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ness for software synthesis by employing a variant of LTL is given in [10]. However, all of these approaches suffer from (doubly-)exponential complexity due to enforcing of liveness requirements during the synthesis procedure. Consequently, the proposed frameworks can handle only systems with 104 − 105 states [7], [8], [9], [10]. For these reasons, we decided to remain in the domain of state-based properties [5], [6], decoupling supervisor synthesis and liveness verification, and employing the most efficient specialized tools. When specifying control requirements in terms of states, one inevitably must also refer to outgoing transitions in the process to restrict unsafe behavior, which makes up for combined state-transition specifications [5], [6]. Thus, the postsynthesis validation of the supervised plant must inevitably refer both to states and transitions. Unfortunately, the supporting verification tools, typically either refer to state-based or eventbased properties, employing suitable temporal logics. Notably, temporal logics have been adapted to state properties in terms of events, like action LTL [11] or action CTL∗ [12] employing events to identify states. To enable a more convenient specifications, where sequences of events play a role, action LTL has been extended to fluent LTL [13], which is employed for supervisor synthesis of live systems in [10]. C. Integrated Framework Proposal We address the above issues with a proposal for an integrated model-based systems engineering framework that can handle combined state- and event-based specifications as depicted in Fig. 1. The framework relies on the tool Supremica [14] for modeling and supervisor synthesis, whereas we employ the modal µ-calculus model checker mCRL2 [15] for verification. To align the tools, we developed a consistent transformation of the supervised plant from Supremica to mCRL2, implemented in the tool Supremica2mCRL2 [16]. During the course of executing several industrial case studies [17], [18], [19], we took note of several recurring verification patterns. We discuss the observed patterns and we present temporal logic schemes, relying on modal µ-calculus and mCRL2 [15]. Finally, to illustrate our approach, we revisit an industrial case study that deals with coordination of maintenance procedures of a printing process of an Oc´e prototype high-tech printer [20]. Due to confidentiality issues, we can only present a part of the case study. The goal of the case study is to synthesize a supervisory coordinator that ensures that quality of printing is not
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compromised by timely performing maintenance procedures, while interrupting ongoing print jobs as little as possible. In the following section we describe the state-transition control requirements and we present the case study. Section 3 deals with the verification patterns and discuses their application on the case study. We note that the transformation tool and demo models can be downloaded from [16]. II. C OORDINATING A P RINTING P ROCESS F UNCTION We are dealing with high-tech printers of [20], the control architecture of which is abstractly depicted in Fig. 2. In this paper, we remodel the case study and implement the model in Supremica [14], for which we synthesize a supervisor and translate the supervised plant to mCRL2 [15]. Then, using the proposed verification patterns, we validate that the control is meaningful, i.e., intended functionality is preserved. The user initiates print jobs, which are assigned to the embedded software by the printer controller in order to actuate the hardware to realize them. The embedded software is organized in a distributed way, per functional aspect, such as, paper path, printing process, etc. Several managers communicate with the printer controller and each other to assign tasks to functions, which take care of the functional aspects. A. Description of the Printing Process Function We depict a printing process function comprising one maintenance operation in Fig. 2. Each function is hierarchically differentiated to (1) controllers: Target Power Mode and Maintenance Scheduling, which receive control and scheduling tasks from the managers; (2) procedures: Status Procedure, Current Power Mode, Maintenance Operation, and Page Counter, which handle specific tasks and actuate devices, and (3) devices as hardware interface. Status Procedure is responsible for coordinating the other procedures given the input from the controllers. The control problem is to synthesize a supervisory coordinator that ensures that quality of printing is not compromised by timely performing maintenance procedures, while interrupting ongoing print jobs as little as possible [20]. The coordination rules that ensure safe behavior are given below. We briefly describe the procedures of which the Supremica models are depicted in Fig. 3. Automata and procedure names
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coincide, whereas state names hint on physical representation. Uncontrollable events are underscored, whereas variable assignments that trace the automaton state are place below transitions labels. The variables are needed to specify the control requirements, as Supremica does not yet support direct use of state names [14]. Current Power Mode sets the power mode to run or standby depending on the enabling signals from Status Procedure. Maintenance Operation either carries out a maintenance operation or it is idle. The confirmation is sent back by the event OpFin, which synchronizes Maintenance Scheduling, Maintenance Operation, and Page Counter. Page Counter counts the printed pages since the last maintenance and sends signals when soft or hard deadlines are reached. The former signals that maintenance should be performed, but it is not yet compulsory if there are pending print jobs, and the latter is reached when maintenance must be performed to ensure print quality. The page counter is reset, triggered by the synchronization on OpFin, each time that maintenance is finished. Target Power Mode sends signals regarding incoming print jobs to Status Procedure, which should set the printing process to run mode for printing and standby mode for maintenance and power saving. Maintenance Scheduling receives a request for maintenance from Status Procedure and forwards it to the manager. The manager confirms the scheduling with the other functions and sends a response back to Status Procedure. It also receives feedback from Maintenance Operation in order to reset the scheduling, again triggered by OpF in.



B. Control Requirements As noted above, Supremica does not support direct use of the state names and instead, so we employ the corresponding variables. For example, to state that the page counter is in hard deadline, we have to reference the state HardDln from Page Counter, identified by PC == 3, where == denotes equality. Status Procedure is restricted by several coordination rules: 1) Maintenance operations can be performed only when Printing Process Function is in standby; 2) Maintenance operations can be scheduled only if a soft deadline has been reached and there are no print jobs in progress, or a hard deadline is passed; 3) Only scheduled maintenance operations can be started; and 4) The power mode of the printing process function must follow the power mode dictated by the managers, unless overridden by a pending maintenance operation. 1) To model this property in Supremica, we identify the states Standby and from Current Power Mode and OperInProg from Maintenance Operation by CPM == 1 and MO == 2 respectively. Then, we need a state-exclusion property to model control requirements 1), i.e., we specify that no other combination of states is possible. To this end, we employ the notion of forbidden states, which force the supervisor to eliminate all states that inevitably reach them by traces of uncontrollable events [14]. To this end, we add a plant automaton that contains one uncontrollable transition with a unique label and let it target a forbidden state, as depicted in Fig. 4. The uncontrollable transition is guarded by MO == 2&CPM !=1, where != denotes inequality and & denotes conjunction, so all states that do not conform to 1) are eliminated. 2) States SoftDln and HardDln identify when a soft and hard deadline is reached, respectively. State NewJob of Target Power Mode states that there is a print job in progress. The event SchOper is responsible for scheduling maintenance procedures. Thus, it is enabled if (PC == 2 & TPM != 2) | PC == 3, where | denotes disjunction. To restrict the occurrence of SchOper , we employ a control requirement automaton comprising a guarded self loop as depicted in Fig. 4. 3) Similarly to 2), we model control requirement 3) in Fig. 4 by a self-loop guarded with MS == 3 as this guard identifies the state ExecNow from Maintenance Scheduling.



4) We model this requirement separately for switching from Run to Standby mode, and vice versa. We can change from Run to Standby mode if this is required by the manager, i.e., there is a new print job identified by TPM == 2, and there is no need to start a maintenance operation, identified by MS !=3. Thus, we have a self loop labeled by Stb2Run and guarded by TPM == 2 & MS != 3, as depicted in Fig. 4. Contrariwise, when changing from Run to Standby power mode, the manager must be followed, unless it is overridden by a pending maintenance operation modeled by the guard TPM == 1 | MS == 3 of the self loop labeled with Run2Stb, again depicted in Fig. 4. C. Transformation to mCRL2 Following the supervisor synthesis and the computation of the supervised behavior, we transform the Supremica model to an input suitable for the mCRL2 toolsuite [15] using our tool Supremica2mCRL2 [16]. We rely on the Aldebaran format to supply the requested labeled transition system. The model checker mCRL2 does not distinguish between state and transition labels, but instead we identify states by placing self loops with the corresponding state names, which are carried over from the Supremica model. To this end, we separate the set of labels L to a set of event labels and set of state labels, such that L = E ∪ S and E ∩ S = ∅. Then, to identify a state in the supervised plant where we execute a maintenance operation, we have to identify states that are capable of performing transitions labeled by Standby and OperInProg. Note that state-labeled transitions do not allow the process to progress as they only exist in the form of self loops. In the following section, we demonstrate how to employ mCRL2 to reason about supervised plant with combined statetransition properties. III. V ERIFICATION OF R EQUIREMENTS AND P ROPERTIES First, we give a condensed introduction to modal µcalculus [21], [22], [23], which is the underlying temporal logic of mCRL2 [15]. We employ the printing process function as a running example, for which we specify a number of desired properties. Most of the properties induce verification patterns, which often occur in industrial cases [17], [18], [19]. We note that due to confidentially issues and obfuscation, the model of Printing Process Function is loosely coupled, meaning that we have many external signals. For example, we do not observe a connection between the number of print jobs and the page counter. For this reason, we have to use weaker verification requirements in this paper than one would normally use. Nonetheless, we find the case fit to illustrate the verification patterns in modal µ-calculus and discuss its application. A. Modal µ-calculus The modal µ-calculus [21], [22], [23] is a modal logic that allows expressing of a large class of (event-based) properties of labeled transition systems. It encompasses well-known modal logics such as LTL and CTL* [24]. The syntax of the modal µ-calculus, as it is used in this paper, is given by:



φ pf af



::= true | false | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | φ ∨ φ | φ ⇒ φ | [pf ]φ | hpf iφ | µX.φ | νX.φ | X ::= af | af ∗ ::= ` | !` | true | A,



where ` ∈ L is an action label, A ⊆ L is a set of action labels, and X is a fixpoint variable. Validity of a state formula φ is defined with respect to a state in a labeled transition system. The formula true holds for every state, false does not hold for any state. The interpretation of the logical connectives is standard. The formula [pf ]φ holds for every state for which the formula φ holds in all states that can be reached via a path described by pf . The formula hpf iφ holds if there is some path described by pf such that φ holds in the state that is reached by that path. A path formula pf describes a set of paths. The path formula af describes the set of paths consisting of just one transition taken from the set of actions described by the action formula af . The path formula af ∗ describes all paths over the actions from the set of actions described by the action formula af . An action formula af describes a set of actions. The action formula ` describes the set of actions that only contains ` ∈ L. The action formula !` describes the set of all actions besides `. The action formula true describes the set of all actions. The action formula A describes the set of actions A ⊆ L. The formula µX.φ is the minimal fixed point and νX.φ stands for the maximal fixed point. The formula µX.φ is valid for the smallest set of states for which φ is valid. Similarly, νX.φ is valid for the largest set of states for which φ is valid. For a more intuitive explanation and an extensive discussion of the fixed point operators, we refer to [25]. B. Validating the Control Requirements As mCRL2 exploits directly the state labels, we restate the control requirements of Fig. 4 for convenience of reference. By s ↓ we denote that the corresponding system component is in state s and by → e we denote that the current state has an outgoing transition labeled by e ∈ E. Recall that in the translation to mCRL2, state labels are treated as self loops with labels in S. The control requirements are restated as: OperInProg ↓ ⇒ Standby ↓ → SchOper ⇒ (SoftDln ↓ ∧¬NewJob ↓) ∨ HardDln ↓ → OpStart ⇒ ExecNow ↓ → Stb2Run ⇒ NewJob ↓ ∧¬ExecNow ↓ → Run2Stb ⇒ NoJob ↓ ∨ExecNow ↓ To test whether state s of one of the component automata has been reached in the labeled transition system of the supervised plant, we employ hsitrue for s ∈ S. Thus, for encoding of the predicate s ↓ as used in the control requirements, we write hsitrue. Similarly, to establish whether event e ∈ E can be executed, we employ heitrue. We denote the impossibility of executing a transition labeled by ` ∈ L, either representing a state or an event, by negating the formula that denote the possibility of executing the event:



¬h`itrue, which may conveniently be denoted [`]false. Similarly, one may use the formula [s]false to describe that the (supervised) plant is not in state s. To express that a certain property φ has to hold for all reachable states of a labeled transition system, we employ the formula [true ∗ ]φ. By the formula htrue ∗ iφ, we express that there is some path that leads to a state where φ holds. With the “patterns” presented so far it is already possible to describe all of the (safety) control requirements of the printing process function. [true ∗ ](hOperInProgitrue ⇒ hStandbyitrue) [true ∗ ](hSchOper itrue ⇒ (hSoftDlnitrue ∧ ¬hNewJobitrue) ∨ hHardDlnitrue) [true ∗ ](hOpStartitrue ⇒ hExecNow itrue) [true ∗ ](hStb2Runitrue ⇒ hNewJobitrue ∧ ¬hExecNow itrue) [true ∗ ](hRun2Stbitrue ⇒ hNoJobitrue ∨ hExecNow itrue) C. Nonblockingness Deadlock is the property that no single event can be executed. In modal µ-calculus this is formulated as [true]false. In labeled transition systems where state information is encoded by means of self loops, deadlock must be interpreted as the property that no transition with event label in E can be executed. Thus, we describe a deadlock state by means of the formula [E]false. The possibility of executing an arbitrary event is denoted by hEitrue, stating that the current state is not a deadlock state. To express absence of deadlock, i.e., the situation that it is not possible to reach a deadlock state is generally expressed as [true ∗ ]¬[true]false, which is equivalent to [true ∗ ]htrueitrue. As discussed above, in the setting of this paper we have to employ instead [true ∗ ]hEitrue. Application of supervisory control not only provides a controller such that the supervised plant satisfies the control requirements; it also guarantees the supervised plant to be nonblocking. Nonblockingness means that from every reachable state it is still possible to reach a marked state. Since marked states are coded by means of a self-loop with label Marked , this property is easily captured by the formula [true ∗ ]htrue ∗ ihMarked itrue. D. Progress (Liveness) Properties Generally, a system has not only properties that can be dealt with by supervisory control synthesis. Typically, properties that prescribe that the system is bound to make some progress, or is productive, are not easy to consider as control requirements. Therefore, it is necessary to use verification technology to establish whether or not these additional properties are satisfied by the supervised plant. In this section, some progress properties of the printing process are discussed. Patterns that occur regularly in practical cases are mentioned. The main function of a printing process is to print. Therefore, the following property should be strived for: The supervised plant reaches state Run infinitely often. First, we state



whether or not the plant can execute infinitely often the event InRun, which brings the plant in the InRun, as: [true ∗ ]νX.µY.(h InRuniX ∨ h! InRuniY ). Intuitively, we specify that on infinite paths we observe the event InRun, given by the fixpoint variable X, we can avoid to perform event InRun only on finite paths, given by fixpoint variable Y . We can also state a stronger property that it cannot be avoided to execute the event InRun infinitely often. Thus, for every execution of the printing process function, it has to enter run power mode infinitely often. We state this property in modal µ-calculus as: [true ∗ ]νX.µY.([ InRun]X ∧ [! InRun]Y ). For our loosely coupled supervised plant, this property does not hold, as the model is underspecified and it allows execution of maintenance procedures without first executing a print job, provided that such unlikely, but still possible, external signals are sent from the managers and the page counter. By replacing the event InRun with any desired event, we obtain the patterns for infinitely often executing a given event. Next, we verify that we can reside in NoDln until a soft deadline is reached. We express this property by the formula [true ∗ ] hNoDlnitrue ⇒  νX.(([true]X ∧ hNoDlnitrue) ∨ hSoftDlnitrue) , which is actually an instance of the weak until pattern. Weak until identifies paths on which formula φ must hold, with the path possibly ending in a state where formula ψ must hold. It is expressed in modal µ-calculus as νX.(([true]X ∧ φ) ∨ ψ). Note that due to the fixpoint X, infinite paths on which every state satisfies φ are allowed. Again, this formula has a stronger variant, known as strong until. Strong until identifies paths on which formula φ must hold, with the path always ending in a state where formula ψ hold. Strong until is expressed by the pattern µY.(([true]Y ∧ φ) ∨ ψ). Note that due to the nature of the fixpoint Y the formula expresses finite paths, which ultimately end with a state that satisfies ψ. Next we check the property that if a soft deadline has not been reached, then no maintenance procedure is performed. This property is interpreted as follows. From any state of the plant in which NoDln holds, OperInProg will not hold until SoftDln is available. This is a variant of the pattern used for the previous formula, with φ = [OperInProg]false and ψ = hSoftDlnitrue, given by: [true ∗ ](hNoDlnitrue ⇒ νX.(([E]X ∧ [OperInProg]false) ∨ hSoftDlnitrue)). Next, we apply the described patterns to verify several more properties which describe the progress of the printing process function by stating that we can always switch between power modes once the necessary activities have been performed. First, we specify that the system always eventually gets to Standby, provided that there is no print job waiting. By applying the weak until pattern, we have the following formula: [true ∗ ] hNoJobitrue ⇒ νX.(([true]X ∧  hNoJobitrue) ∨hStandbyitrue ∨ hNewJobitrue)



Contrariwise, the printing process function switches to run power mode, after performing maintenance: [true ∗ ](hOperInProgitrue ⇒ µX.(([E \ { Sof tDln, JobF in}]X ∧true) ∨ hRunitrue)).



E. Tool Chain Finally, we give a brief summary of the tool chain we employed for the verification of the properties against the mCRL2 model, already depicted in Fig. 1. Recall that first we employed Supremica2mCRL2 [16] to transform the Supremica [14] model of the supervised plant to Aldebaran format for labeled transition systems as a suitable input for mCRL2 [15]. Using the lts2lps tool from the mCRL2 tool set this we transform the labeled transition system to a linear process specification [25]. In parallel, we specify a desired modal µ-calculus formula to be verified against the model. Subsequently, the linear process specification and a modal µ-calculus formula are transformed into a parameterized boolean equation system by means of the tool lps2pbes [23]. This parameterized boolean equation system can then be solved by applying the tool pbespgsolve, which verifies whether the property described by the formula holds for the given labeled transition system. In all cases the default values have been used for the parameters of the tools. The verification of all properties together took just a few seconds on a standard desktop computer. IV. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS AND F UTURE W ORK We presented an integrated state- and event-based systems engineering framework that enables verification of progress properties in terms of both states and transitions. This proved essential in the domain of supervisor synthesis as many control and verification requirements involve combined stateand event-based specifications. We implemented the proposed framework using state-of-the-art tools: Supremica for supervisor synthesis and mCRL2 for verification. To align the synthesis and verification tool, we developed a transformation tool Supremica2mCRL2, which transforms a Supremica model of a supervised plant to a labeled transition system in an Aldebaran format as a suitable input for mCRL2. To illustrate the proposed framework we remodeled an industrial case study of coordinating maintenance procedures of a high-tech Oc´e printer. By using the case study as a running example, we developed several verification patterns, using which we verified the functionality of the synthesized solution for the supervisory coordinator of the printing process function. As future work we will investigate counterexamples produced by verification requirements that are not satisfied by the supervised plant. It is of interest whether one can employ these counterexamples to alter the plant without sacrificing controllability, while satisfying the verification requirements. Acknowledgement We thank Tim A.C. Willemse for his valuable input on the application of modal µ-calculus. R EFERENCES [1] N. Leveson, “The challenge of building process-control software,” IEEE Software, vol. 7, no. 6, pp. 55–62, 1990.
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